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Abstract
It is proved that a linear code deﬁned by some orbits of a projectivity is a degenerate quasi-twisted code. A lot of new linear codes
over the ﬁeld of q elements (q = 3, 4, 5, 8, 9) improving the best known bounds (e.g., an optimal [90, 9, 54]3 code) are found from
such codes by some combinations of puncturing or extending.
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1. Introduction
We denote by Fq the ﬁeld of q elements. Let V (n, q) denote the vector space of n-tuples over Fq . A q-ary linear code
C of length n and dimension k, called an [n, k]q code, is a k-dimensional subspace of V (n, q). An [n, k]q code C with
minimum Hamming distance d = d(C) is referred to as an [n, k, d]q code. The weight distribution of C is the list of
numbersAi which is the number of codewords ofCwithweight i. Theweight distributionwith (A0, Ad, . . .)=(1, , . . .)
is also expressed as 01d . . . .
The code obtained by deleting the same coordinates from each codeword of C is called a punctured code of C.
Assume that C is an [n, k, d]q code. If there exists an [n + 1, k, d + 1]q code C′ which gives C as a punctured code,
C is called extendable (to C′) and C′ is an extension of C. A shortened code C∗ of C is the set of all codewords in
C that are 0 in a ﬁxed position with that position deleted. C∗ is an [n − 1, k − 1]q code with d(C∗)d. See [12] for
puncturing, extending and shortening.
A fundamental problem in coding theory is that of optimizing one of the parameters n, k, d for given the other two
(over a given ﬁeld Fq ) [10]. Denote by dq(n, k) the largest value of d for which an [n, k, d]q code exists. We call an
[n, k, dq(n, k)]q code optimal. A large number of good codes achieving the best known bounds on dq(n, k) have been
constructed as quasi-twisted (QT) codes (including quasi-cyclic (QC) codes, pseudo-cyclic codes and cyclic codes),
see [2–7,22], etc.
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Let  be a non-zero element of Fq and let R = Fq [x]/(xN − ) be the ring of polynomials over Fq modulo
xN − . We associate the vector (a0, a1, . . . , aN−1) ∈ V (N, q) with the polynomial a(x) =∑N−1i=0 aixi ∈ R. For
g = (g1(x), g2(x), . . . , gm(x)) ∈ RN ,
Cg = {(r(x)g1(x), r(x)g2(x), . . . , r(x)gm(x)) | r(x) ∈ R},
is called the 1-generator QT code with generator g. Cg is called the 1-generator QC code with generator g if = 1. Cg
is also called degenerate if g1(x), . . . , gm(x) have a common factor dividing xN − . When m = 1, C= Cg is called
-cyclic satisfying that c(x) ∈ C implies x · c(x) ∈ C, i.e.,
(c0, c1, . . . , cN−1) ∈ C ⇒ (cN−1, c0, c1, . . . , cN−2) ∈ C.
We say that (cN−1, c0, c1, . . . , cN−2) and (c0, c1, . . . , cN−1) are the -cyclic shift and the -cyclic left-shift of
(c0, c1, . . . , cN−1) and (cN−1, c0, c1, . . . , cN−2), respectively. An -cyclic code is called pseudo-cyclic [21] or con-
stacyclic [1], see also [14]. All of these codes are generalizations of cyclic codes (= 1,m = 1).
Denote by PG(k − 1, q) the projective space of dimension k − 1 over Fq . Take a monic polynomial g(x) = xk −∑k−1




0 0 . . . . . . 0 a0
1 0 . . . . . . 0 a1
0 1 0 . . . 0 a2
0 0
. . . 0
...
...
0 . . . 0
. . . 0 ak−2




Let  be the projectivity of PG(k − 1, q) deﬁned by T. In Section 2 we deﬁne an [mN, k]q code C from m orbits of 
and we show that C is a degenerate QT code whose generator is determined by the representatives of the orbits and
g(x).
In Section 3, we construct a lot of new linear codes over small ﬁelds improving the best known bounds on dq(n, k)
(q = 3, 4, 5, 8, 9) from some orbits of projectivities. Our new codes can be seen as codes obtained from degenerate QT
codes by some combinations of puncturing or extending.
2. Linear codes deﬁned from some orbits of projectivities
The following theorem is basic and well-known for cyclic codes.
Theorem 2.1 (Maruta [14]). Let C be a non-zero ideal of Fq [x]/(xN − ), that is, an -cyclic code of length N. Then
there is a unique monic polynomial g(x) of minimal degree in C, satisfying:
(1) C = 〈g(x)〉, that is, g(x) is the generator polynomial of C.
(2) g(x) divides xN − .
(3) Any c(x) ∈ C can be written uniquely as c(x)=f (x)g(x) in Fq [x], where f (x) ∈ Fq [x] has degree <N − k, k=
deg g(x). The dimension of C is N − k.
(4) The dual code of C is an −1-cyclic code with the generator polynomial h∗(x) = h−10 xN−kh(x−1), where h(x) =∑N−k
j=0 hjxj ∈ Fq [x] with xN − = g(x)h(x).
Let g(x)=xk −∑k−1i=0 aixi be a monic polynomial of degree k in Fq [x] dividing xN −, (= 0) ∈ Fq . We denote by
[gn] or by [a0a1 · · · ank−1] the k ×n matrix [P, T P , T 2P, . . . , T n−1P ], where P is the column vector (1, 0, 0, . . . , 0)T
(hT stands for the transpose of a row vector h) and T is the companion matrix of g(x). Then it follows from
Theorem 2.1(4) and the following fact that [gN ] generates an −1-cyclic code.
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Theorem 2.2 (Maruta [14,15]). C is an -cyclic [N,N − k]q code with the generator polynomial g(x) iff [gN ] is a
parity check matrix of C.
Denote byPG(k−1, q) the projective space of dimension k−1overFq . Let be the projectivity of PG(k−1, q)deﬁned
by T (see [11] for a projectivity). We will say that  is the projectivity deﬁned by g(x). Then the columns of [gN ] can be
considered as an orbit of . Conversely, one can get a pseudo-cyclic code from an orbit of a projectivity of PG(k−1, q).
Now, take m orbits O1,O2, . . . ,Om of with length N, and select a point Pi from each Oi . P1, P2, . . . , Pm can be taken
as non-zero column vectors in V (k, q). To simplify the argument, we always take P1 as P = (1, 0, 0, . . . , 0)T. We
denote the matrix
[P, T P , T 2P, . . . , T n1−1P ;P2, T P 2, T 2P2, . . . , T n2−1P2; . . . ;Pm, T Pm, T 2Pm, . . . , T nm−1Pm]
by [gn1 ]+Pn22 +· · ·+Pnmm . Then, thematrix [gN ]+PN2 +· · ·+PNm deﬁned fromm orbitsO1,O2, . . . ,Om of  generates
a QT code. We deﬁne the polynomial bi(x) =∑k−1j=0 bi,j xj = (1, x, . . . , xk−1)Pi from Pi = (bi,0, bi,1, . . . , bi,k−1)T
for 2 im.
Theorem 2.3. [gN ] + PN2 + · · · + PNm generates a 1-generator QT [mN, k]q code Cg with generator
g = (h∗(x), b2(x−1)h∗(x), . . . , bm(x−1)h∗(x)),
where h∗(x) = h−10 xN−kh(x−1), h(x) =
∑N−k
j=0 hjxj = (xN − )/g(x), bi(x) = (1, x, . . . , xk−1)Pi (2 im).
Proof. We prove that the code generated by
H = [gN ] + PN2 + · · · + PNm , (2.1)
and the 1-generator QT code Cg with generator g = (h∗(x), b2(x−1)h∗(x), . . . , bm(x−1)h∗(x)) are the same. Let Hi
be the ith component of H, i.e., Hi = [Pi, T P i, . . . , T N−1Pi]. Let H ∗ be the generator matrix of Cg of the form
[H ∗1 , . . . , H ∗m] with H ∗i = [di(x)h∗(x), xdi(x)h∗(x), . . . , xk−1di(x)h∗(x)]T, (2.2)
where d1(x) = 1, di(x) = bi(x−1) for 2 im. Let J be the submatrix of H ∗ consisting of the ﬁrst k columns. We
show that J−1H ∗ = H . It follows from Theorems 2.1(4) and 2.2 that J−1H ∗1 = H1, i.e.,
J−1[h∗(x), xh∗(x), . . . , xk−1h∗(x)]T = [P, T P , . . . , T N−1P ].
Hence, it sufﬁces to verify that J−1H ∗i =Hi for 2 im. Put Pi = (p0, p1, . . . , pk−1)T and bi(x)=
∑k−1
j=0 pjxj . We
deﬁne T 0 as the identity matrix. Since Pi =∑k−1j=0 pjT jP , we have Hi = bi(T )H1. Note that xH ∗i is the −1-cyclic
shift of H ∗i while THi is the −1-cyclic left-shift of Hi and that J−1xH ∗i = xJ−1H ∗i holds. Hence we have
J−1H ∗i = J−1bi(x−1)H ∗1 = bi(x−1)J−1H ∗1 = bi(x−1)H1 = bi(T )H1 = Hi. 
Most “new code” seekers using QT (or QC) codes adopt the generator matrix of the form (2.2). Nevertheless, we
adopt the generator matrix of the form (2.1) while searching for new codes. Actually we construct new codes with
generator matrices of the form [gn1 ] +Pn22 + · · · +Pnmm for some n1, . . . , nm as a continuation of our former research
(see [20]). We will see the advantage of our approach from the following examples.
We write Pi instead of P 1i . When a linear code C with a generator matrix G is extendable to C
′ by adding a column
vector Pi to G, G + Pi stands for the extended generator matrix of C′.
From now on and in Section 3, Q = q1 · · · qk stands for the column vector Q = (q1, . . . , qk)T.
Example 2.1. We label the points of PG(3, 2) as Q0 = P = 1000 and Qi = SiP for 1 i14, where S is the
companion matrix of x4 + x + 1. We set g(x) = (x + 1)(x3 + x2 + 1) = 1 + x + x2 + x4 ∈ F2[x] which divides
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Table 1
n 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
dn 3 4 4 4 5 5 6 7 8
dmax 3 4 4 4 5 6 6 7 8
Table 2
n 10 20 30 40 41 42 43 44
dn 5 13 21 29 29 30 30 31
dmax 5 13 21–23 28–32 29–32 30–33 31–34 32–35
n 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52
dn 32 33 34 35 36 37 37 38
dmax 33–36 34–36 34–37 35–38 35–39 36–40 37–41 38–42
n 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60
dn 39 40 41 42 43 43 44 45
dmax 39–43 40–44 41–45 42–45 42–46 43–47 44–48 45–49
x7 − 1, and let  be the projectivity deﬁned by g(x). Then  has three orbits O1 = {Q0,Q1,Q2,Q3,Q10,Q11,Q7},
O2 = {Q8,Q9,Q4,Q5,Q6,Q12,Q14} and O3 = {Q13 = 1011}. [g7] generates a Hamming [7, 4, 3]2 code, say H.
[g7] + Q13 generates an extension ofH, and
[g7] + Q78 =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1
0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0
0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0
0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
generates a QC [14, 4, 7]2 code Cg with generator
g = (1 + x2 + x3, (1 + x2 + x3)(1 + x−2) = x + x2 + x3 + x5).
Now, let C be the code generated by G = [g7] + Q13 + Q78 and let Cn be the code generated by the ﬁrst n columns of
G. Let us compare the minimum distance of Cn, say dn, and dmax = d2(n, 4) for 7n15 (Table 1). It turns out that
Cn is optimal except for n = 12. This is not a surprise, because the extended Hamming code C8 and the simplex code
C15 are optimal. You can also get an optimal [12, 4, 6]2 code if you just extend C11 by adding Q6.
Example 2.2. Let F9 = {0, 1, , 2, . . . , 7}, where  is a root of x2 + 2x + 2 ∈ F3[x]. We denote , 2, . . . , 7 by
2, 3, . . . , 8, respectively. We set g(x)= x6 − (2+ 3x + x2 + 8x3 + 2x4 + 5x5) ∈ F9[x], which divides x10 − 8, and let
 be the projectivity deﬁned by g(x). It can be checked that  has 6642 orbits of length 10 and ﬁve orbits of length 2 on
PG(5, 9) and that the ﬁve orbits of length 2 are on the same line which is ﬁxed under . Take seven points P2, . . . , P8
of PG(5, 9) as
P2 = 013074, P3 = 001356, P4 = 018124, P5 = 001057, P6 = 104672, P7 = 010313,
P8 = 012533.
Then the length of the orbit of Pi under  is 10 for 1 i7 and is 2 for i =8, where P1 =P =100000. Let G=[g10]+
P 102 +P 103 +P 104 +P 105 +P 106 (consisting of six orbits of length 10) which generates a QT [60, 6, 45]9 code and letCn
be the code generated by the ﬁrst n columns ofG. See Table 2 comparing dn=d(Cn) and dmax=d2(n, 4) for 10n60,
where dmax = “21.23” for n= 30 stands for 21d9(30, 6)23 [2]. Moreover, [g10] +P 102 +P 103 +P 104 +P 107 +P 28
and [g10] + P 102 + P 103 + P 104 + P8 generate [52, 6, 39]9 and [41, 6, 30]9 codes, respectively, both of which are new
codes.
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Table 3
37 new ternary linear codes
[n, k, d]q Generator matrix N 
[82, 8, 49]3 [1001022080] + 11002000 + 01001212 80 1
[85, 8, 51]3 [1001022080] + 110020003 + 12022210 + 21121110 80 1
[93, 8, 55]3 [1001022080] + 110020007 + 01210220 + 21220101 80 1
+20110001 + 102122103
[175, 8, 108]3 [1001022080] + 1001011080 + 2201200212 80 1
+01202221 + 01001212 + 02021122
[84, 9, 49]3 [10101022280] + 1202111014 80 1
[90, 9, 54]3 [10101022280] + 2010010017 + 211200101 80 1
+120021121 + 211222102
[97, 9, 56]3 [10101022280] + 2010010017 + 211200101 80 1
+211010121 + 0200210027 + 002202021
[147, 9, 86]3 [10222112180] + 11110122067 80 1
[152, 9, 90]3 [11101012180] + 22122012171 + 101221022 80 1
[167, 9, 101]3 [11101012180] + 12200020180 + 1012210222 80 1
+2010220224 + 021102100
[172, 9, 105]3 [11101012180] + 12200020180 + 1012210222 80 1
+2010220226 + 1112122112 + 200221211 + 211110012
[176, 9, 107]3 [11101012180] + 12200020180 + 1012210222 80 1
+2010220226 + 1112122112 + 200221211 + 1122210105
[178, 9, 108]3 [11101012180] + 12200020180 + 1012210222 80 1
+2010220226 + 1112122112 + 211110012 + 0211021007
[183, 9, 110]3 [11101012180] + 12200020180 + 1012210222 80 1
+2211122024 + 11012210012 + 2010220224 + 021102100
[187, 9, 113]3 [11101012180] + 12200020180 + 1012210222 80 1
+2211122024 + 11012210012 + 2010220224
+0212211123 + 1012102002
[193, 9, 117]3 [11101012180] + 12200020180 + 1012210222 80 1
+2211122024 + 11012210012 + 20102202212
+120110111 + 122101012 + 110022121
[100, 10, 56]3 [200122000180] + 12220000113 + 1221121010 + 2101001011 80 1
+22110201025 + 01221010122 + 12012120003
+12112120014 + 0201102020
[127, 10, 74]3 [2000112200121] + 10102102206 121 1
[129, 10, 75]3 [2001021221121] + 10010112028 121 1
[132, 10, 77]3 [2000112200121] + 100002111111 121 1
[135, 10, 79]3 [2000112200121] + 100002111111 + 10202021022 121 1
+2221000011
[138, 10, 81]3 [2001112221121] + 121001121017 121 2
[168, 10, 99]3 [1010102021164] + 22021022204 164 2
[172, 10, 102]3 [1010102021164] + 22021022208 164 2
[197, 10, 117]3 [1101012122184] + 112020120213 242 1
[211, 10, 127]3 [1101012122184] + 111112202026 + 2122022021 242 1
[86, 11, 48]3 [1001002002180] + 11122211101 + 201211002213 80 1
+10200120210 + 12110202000
[90, 11, 51]3 [1001002002180] + 11122211101 + 201211002213 80 1
+110112012214 + 12110202000 + 00121102020
[95, 11, 54]3 [1001002002180] + 11122211101 + 201211002213 80 1
+202001220127 + 210022221124
[102, 11, 56]3 [1001002002180] + 11122211101 + 201211002213 80 1
+202001220127 + 210022221124 + 120122022026
+21200012102
[142, 11, 80]3 [11022211102121] + 1211111200120 + 20122212021 121 1
[148, 11, 83]3 [11022211102121] + 1211111200120 + 20122212021 121 1
+111020020015 + 10022012022
[187, 12, 107]3 [202021111022182] + 2011002111214 + 002001120010 182 2
[191, 12, 109]3 [201121020120182] + 2100020101109 182 2
[194, 12, 111]3 [202021111022182] + 20110021112112 182 2
[173, 14, 92]3 [10002002120221172] + 10001111111101 68 1
[242, 16, 135]3 [2102201111201002242] 242 1
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Table 4
41 new quaternary linear codes
[n, k, d]q Generator matrix N 
[88, 8, 57]4 [1022133085] + 000102323 85 1
[102, 8, 66]4 [1022133085] + 0011013317 85 1
[106, 8, 69]4 [1233022385] + 1302121321 85 1
[233, 8, 160]4 [1022133085] + 2232012185 + 2320323160 85 1
+002221302 + 32212123
[238, 8, 164]4 [1022133085] + 3122202185 + 3302100168 85 1
[88, 9, 56]4 [11000220285] + 1213230023 85 2
[91, 9, 57]4 [11000220285] + 2310202116 85 2
[94, 9, 59]4 [11020023285] + 3100020119 85 1
[97, 9, 61]4 [11020023285] + 12101232311 + 122302310 85 1
[104, 9, 66]4 [11020023285] + 12101232311 + 1023122006 85 1
+220203213 + 022100100
[174, 9, 118]4 [201021020171] + 1222003123 171 1
[177, 9, 120]4 [201021020171] + 2330212325 + 121033202 171 2
[179, 9, 121]4 [212000012171] + 2033313238 171 2
[182, 9, 123]4 [212000012171] + 22130310311 171 2
[185, 9, 125]4 [201021020171] + 32333203314 171 2
[188, 9, 127]4 [210012002171] + 30210030016 + 030020200 171 2
[191, 9, 129]4 [210312302171] + 20323010019 + 010201030 171 2
[193, 9, 130]4 [201021020171] + 13011123322 171 2
[200, 9, 135]4 [201021020171] + 23300021028 + 133313030 171 2
[215, 9, 145]4 [210012002171] + 10110033144 171 2
[219, 9, 148]4 [210312302171] + 20123230248 171 2
[224, 9, 152]4 [212300312171] + 21311323152 + 333203033 171 2
[227, 9, 154]4 [212300312171] + 21311323155 + 321032010 171 2
[230, 9, 156]4 [212300312171] + 21311323157 + 333313322 171 2
+012223013
[57, 10, 32]4 [130301013351] + 01022231336 51 1
[142, 10, 90]4 [1001102200133] + 12013212327 + 1022010113 133 1
+1110113111
[51, 11, 26]4 [1121311312141] + 202012010019 + 02031230232 41 1
[89, 11, 53]4 [1123211221385] + 000130230234 85 1
[92, 11, 55]4 [1123211221385] + 000130230237 85 1
[99, 11, 60]4 [1000101123085] + 0000110322114 85 1
[133, 11, 81]4 [11221203233132] + 00001013331 336 1
[137, 11, 84]4 [11221203233132] + 132220110104 + 13312223130 336 1
[140, 11, 86]4 [11021132222138] + 03033203121 + 21113223120 (412 − 1)/241 1
[143, 11, 88]4 [11100230311141] + 123313111312 (412 − 1)/241 1
[177, 11, 112]4 [12032200313174] + 311032330323 255 1
[136, 12, 82]4 [11112122112365] + 11300220302365 65 3
+3032032311035 + 011103103231
[175, 12, 110]4 [10001121332385] + 11132103123185 85 1
+2200223030315
[153, 13, 93]4 [100122212223351] + 103331121120151 51 1
+330322221000051
[170, 13, 106]4 [100001121221285] + 321211310222185 85 1
[177, 13, 109]4 [100001121221285] + 132322120333285 + 33222131312206 85 1
+3112210022232
[204, 13, 128]4 [100122212223351] + 112003310122151 + 112322200021251 51 1
+103321103222351
As we have seen in the above examples, it might be possible to ﬁnd very good codes generated by the matrices of
the form [gn1 ] + Pn22 + · · · + Pnmm , where each Pi is a point of an orbit of length Ni , niNi . We give such new codes
in Section 3. When you ﬁnd a good linear code, it is worthwhile checking if the code is extendable or not. There are
some extension theorems which are useful in such cases, see [8,9,13,16–19,23].
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Table 5
26 new 5-ary linear codes
[n, k, d]q Generator matrix N 
[52, 7, 34]5 [122003324] + 201234124 + 23401233 + 4343434 24 1
[67, 7, 45]5 [110140463] + 00133314 63 1
[76, 7, 52]5 [122003324] + 201234124 + 301133224 + 23401233 24 1
+4343434
[86, 7, 60]5 [101002179] + 21433116 + 3011332 124 1
[92, 7, 65]5 [101002184] + 31124016 + 1201013 + 3412420 124 1
[97, 7, 69]5 [101002184] + 123324212 + 0232302 124 1
[51, 8, 32]5 [2012014124] + 4103100024 + 413404403 24 1
[75, 8, 50]5 [4203240465] + 131411429 + 34223340 126 2
[88, 8, 60]5 [4101220386] + 12033134 + 30404220 126 3
[95, 8, 66]5 [4101220384] + 2210102210 + 03303024 126 3
[101, 8, 71]5 [41343222101] 124 1
[57, 9, 35]5 [10322242419] + 12201221019 + 30210100319 19 1
[64, 9, 40]5 [10041111162] + 0001013022 62 1
[79, 9, 51]5 [10414130239] + 31023224139 + 220202332 39 1
[82, 9, 53]5 [10203220462] + 00101140420 62 1
[86, 9, 56]5 [10203220462] + 40234113122 + 432334404 62 1
+143302043
[90, 9, 59]5 [10041124062] + 14010404327 + 114034103 62 1
[95, 9, 63]5 [12423432287] + 0114143308 124 1
[101, 9, 68]5 [10041124062] + 00103112139 62 1
[32, 10, 16]5 [102232233031] + 3132320424 31 2
[67, 10, 41]5 [122330142262] + 22101404335 62 4
[34, 11, 16]5 [1000122022233] + 24312111112 1420 1
[52, 11, 28]5 [2300023303451] + 34111403141 436 1
[56, 11, 31]5 [1013011003355] + 44342030302 12520 1
[69, 11, 40]5 [1012114230168] + 01303312244 1116 1
[101, 12, 62]5 [110231123121100] + 000013414231 124 1
3. New linear codes over Fq for q = 3, 4, 5, 8, 9
We refer to Brouwer’s website [2] for updated dq(n, k) tables. The basic algorithm of our search is the following:
1. Find all or some polynomials g(x) ∈ Fq [x] such that [gn] generates an [n, k, d]q code with d attaining or exceeding
the known lower bound on dq(n, k). Our search is exhaustive for n243 when q = 3, for n256 when q = 4, and
for n130 when q = 5, 8, 9 which are the lengths of codes covered by Brouwer’s table [2]. We did not search for
7-ary linear codes, because the lengths covered by the table [2] are too small (n50).
2. When g(x) divides xN −  for some small N, we search for new codes from some orbits or partial orbits of , the
projectivity deﬁned by g(x). Since there are too many combinations of orbits of each  in general, our searches are
random. When  has orbits of different lengths, we try to combine them as we have in Example 2.2.
We give the lists of new q-ary linear codes (with better minimum distances than already known codes [2]) generated
by the matrices of the form [gn1 ] + Pn22 + · · · + Pnmm for q = 3, 4, 5, 8, 9 (Tables 3–7). We also tried to ﬁnd a new
binary code of at most 25 dimensions, but we failed. It takes too much time to calculate the minimum distance of a
given code by our program in C language when the dimension is too high. So, we restrict the dimensions of codes to
some small k (e.g., k9 when q = 8).
In each table, the coefﬁcients of g(x) are speciﬁed in the bracket. For example, “13561” in the ﬁrst generator
matrix in Table 7 means g(x) = x5 − (1 + 3x + 5x2 + 6x3 + x4), so [13561123] + 144613 stands for the matrix
[P, T P , T 2P, . . . , T 122P ;Q,TQ, T 2Q] where T is the companion matrix of g(x) and P = (1, 0, 0, 0, 0)T, Q =
(1, 4, 4, 6, 1)T. N is the subprimitive order of g(x), i.e.,
N = min{n | g(x) divides xn −  for some  ∈ Fq},
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Table 6
36 new 8-ary linear codes
[n, k, d]q Generator matrix N 
[41, 5, 31]8 [1240638] + 773722 + 41562 4 1
[47, 5, 36]8 [1240645] + 57436 + 24615 4 1
[86, 5, 69]8 [1417686] 511 1
[43, 6, 31]8 [11405642] + 134242 63 1
[85, 6, 66]8 [12042773] + 72017112 73 1
[93, 6, 73]8 [11014789] + 7337674 117 1
[129, 6, 104]8 [127166117] + 45450111 + 556166 117 1
[40, 7, 28]8 [112004219] + 757703019 + 71251642 19 7
[80, 7, 60]8 [101023773] + 55501235 + 7502101 + 7437273 73 3
[85, 7, 64]8 [101420673] + 162202510 + 1403427 + 5767163 73 4
[96, 7, 73]8 [212307394] + 0166612 + 1065066 84 − 1 1
[101, 7, 77]8 [112131457] + 446112342 + 6616117 + 3372257 57 6
[106, 7, 81]8 [2165473104] + 0123126 + 1013476 86 − 1 1
[118, 7, 92]8 [1102152117] + 1457057 117 3
[121, 7, 94]8 [1102152117] + 75344543 + 1457057 117 3
[128, 7, 100]8 [101234063] + 505201163 + 71631562 63 1
[130, 7, 101]8 [101473073] + 623423756 + 5162736 73 6
[38, 8, 24]8 [1263744337] + 17244106 86 − 1 1
[48, 8, 32]8 [1114044246] + 30237304 + 53012412 87 − 1 1
[83, 8, 60]8 [1241163781] + 13362570 + 22306136 (86 − 1)/57 1
[89, 8, 65]8 [1025065486] + 46400073 + 36365305 + 64213041 (86 − 1)/3 1
[93, 8, 68]8 [1021300791] + 45773330 + 77771226 84 − 1 1
[105, 8, 78]8 [10266401103] + 17131063 + 50463537 634 1
[110, 8, 82]8 [10214424110] 86 − 1 1
[130, 8, 100]8 [1026462065] + 5200052765 65 1
[44, 9, 28]8 [14467764444] 63 1
[46, 9, 29]8 [14467764444] + 1655323342 63 1
[66, 9, 48]8 [11273372165] + 102646201 65 1
[69, 9, 49]8 [11273372165] + 1671356553 + 472746747 65 1
[78, 9, 56]8 [11273372165] + 1373171519 + 642502306 65 1
+432751101 + 235727532 + 066277205
[84, 9, 59]8 [27360151483] + 316503401 6 1
[87, 9, 61]8 [10042607586] + 001302331 86 − 1 1
[94, 9, 67]8 [10044752292] + 303530606 + 633430250 8 1
[99, 9, 71]8 [12257503698] + 151627705 634 1
[104, 9, 75]8 [202576265103] + 541003404 8 2
[130, 9, 98]8 [11273372165] + 00014207165 65 1
and  in each table means the above one, so g(x) divides xN −. N is often taken as a divisor of k−1=(qk −1)/(q−1).
Thus j in the tables stands for (qi+1 − 1)/(q − 1) for q-ary linear codes.
All of the new ternary codes of dimension 8 in Table 3 are obtained from the projectivity deﬁned by g(x) = x8 −
(1 + x3 + 2x5 + 2x6). We note that [g80] generates a cyclic [80, 8, 48]3 code with the weight distribution
01481320512400548057192060840
which achieves the best known bound (48d3(80, 8)49, [2]). The new ternary codes of dimension 9 in Table 3 are
obtained from the projectivities deﬁned by x9 −∑8i=0 aixi with a0 · · · a8 ∈ {101010222, 102221121, 111010121},
say g1, g2, g3. [g801 ], [g802 ], [g803 ] generate cyclic [80, 9, 47]3 codes all of which are extendable to codes with the same
weight distribution
0148324051648054240576480603240812.
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Table 7
34 new 9-ary linear codes
[n, k, d]q Generator matrix N 
[102, 5, 84]9 [13561101] + 01747 4 1
[126, 5, 105]9 [13561123] + 144613 4 1
[41, 6, 30]9 [23182510] + 01307410 + 00135610 10 8
+01812410 + 012533
[52, 6, 39]9 [23182510] + 01307410 + 00135610 10 8
+01812410 + 01031310 + 0125332
[57, 6, 43]9 [23182510] + 01307410 + 00135610 10 8
+01812410 + 00105710 + 1046727
[84, 6, 67]9 [10336280] + 0124054 80 1
[87, 6, 69]9 [10336280] + 0178486 + 203263 80 1
[96, 6, 76]9 [10320594] + 770764 + 181438 5/2 7
[112, 6, 90]9 [231426110] + 1172022 94 − 1 1
[118, 6, 95]9 [231426110] + 1037537 + 441523 94 − 1 1
[125, 6, 101]9 [116078114] + 16333010 + 571388 5/2 7
[130, 6, 105]9 [210465130] 5/13 2
[47, 7, 33]9 [135371747] 91(=2) 1
[56, 7, 41]9 [133627754] + 14354812 73 1
[75, 7, 58]9 [120510673] + 01320672 73 1
[83, 7, 64]9 [120510673] + 42130169 + 3640572 73 1
[92, 7, 72]9 [123267691] + 8264628 91(=2) 1
[98, 7, 76]9 [120510673] + 010045625 73 1
[102, 7, 79]9 [120510673] + 010045629 73 1
[109, 7, 85]9 [133627773] + 001011836 73 1
[115, 7, 90]9 [103377073] + 010108842 73 1
[122, 7, 96]9 [134008773] + 001027549 73 1
[34, 8, 22]9 [1123168234] 34 6
[45, 8, 30]9 [2154666344] + 20057333 (96 − 1)/146 1
[50, 8, 34]9 [1151283649] + 36111071 (96 − 1)/511 1
[68, 8, 50]9 [1123168234] + 0140885434 34 6
[106, 8, 80]9 [51151284105] + 32018476 24 8
[130, 8, 102]9 [23353842130] 136 2
[43, 9, 27]9 [10512564342] + 324418777 824 1
[55, 9, 37]9 [22210021754] + 133111710 80 1
[106, 9, 78]9 [102076542106] 98 − 1 1
[117, 9, 87]9 [110217344117] 96 − 1 1
[129, 9, 97]9 [106384552129] 94 − 1 1
[131, 9, 98]9 [106384552131] 94 − 1 1
It is known that 53d3(90, 9)54 holds [2]. Hence the [90, 9, 54]3 code in Table 1 is optimal, whose weight
distribution is
0154218455210656210657291658324593246338886417826517826619446716268162812.
For F4 we denote  and 2 by 2 and 3, where  is a root of x2 + x + 1 over F2 so that F4 = {0, 1,,2}. For F8
we denote , 2, . . . , 6 by 2, 3, . . . , 7, where  is a root of x3 + x + 1 over F2 so that F8 = {0, 1, , 2, . . . , 6}. For
F9, as we set in Example 2.2 in Section 2, we denote , 2, . . . , 7 by 2, 3, . . . , 8, where  is a root of x2 + 2x + 2
over F3 so that F9 = {0, 1, , 2, . . . , 7}.
Remark. From some of our new codeswe also get new codeswith the following parameters by shortening: [89, 8, 54]3,
[126, 9, 74]3, [128, 9, 75]3, [131, 9, 77]3, [134, 9, 79]3, [137, 9, 81]3, [85, 10, 48]3, [89, 10, 51]3, [94, 10, 54]3 from
Table 3; [173, 8, 118]4, [176, 8, 120]4, [178, 8, 121]4, [181, 8, 123]4, [184, 8, 125]4, [187, 8, 127]4, [190, 8, 129]4,
[192, 8, 130]4, [199, 8, 135]4, [88, 10, 53]4, [91, 10, 55]4 from Table 4; [68, 8, 49]8 from Table 6; and [74, 6, 58]9
from Table 7.
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